INTERMIX
PRIVATE OFFICE AND PUBLIC SPACE
Intermix is a collection of tables, wall storage, floor storage, media support and collaborative solutions that can be used on their own or combined with other OFS Brands products to facilitate the way that work is done today.
A INTERMIX Buffet Credenza with Storage Cabinet
B INTERMIX Oval Top with Deuce Base
C STAKS by FIRST OFFICE Desk with Drawer Storage
D MADRID by OFS Swivel Seating
THE MEETING ROOM

Improve communication with designs that ease connections between people and technology. Choose conference tables from a wide variety of sizes, configurations, and options to support any group, space, or tech requirements. Add a media wall to expand digital communication and display areas without compromising floor space.

A  INTERMIX
  Rectangular Top with Beam Base
B  INTERMIX
  Wall Panel with Shelves
  Media Panel
  Wallmount Storage Box with Doors
C  SLEEK by FIRST OFFICE
  Swivel Seating
A  INTERMIX Interconnecting Conference Table
with Duco Base

B AGILE by FIRST OFFICE Swivel Seating
A. INTERMIX Markerboard
B. INTERMIX Huddle Table
C. TIFFANY by LOEWENSTEIN Barstool
A INTERMIX Media Panel with Markerboards Wallmount Storage Box with Doors

B INTERMIX Floor Storage

C IMPULSE G2 by OFS Buff Table

D MODELLO by LOEWENSTEIN Barstool
THE PRIVATE OFFICE

A private office should free people to do their best thinking, instead of shutting them in. Intermix supports this process with storage and shelving options that make the most of vertical space while creating a clean, open look that instantly invites collaboration.
INTERMIX Wall Panel with Shelves

VEGAS by FIRST OFFICE Storage Wardrobe

VEGAS by FIRST OFFICE U-Shaped Desk

SLEEK by FIRST OFFICE Swivel Seating

BALANCE by FIRST OFFICE Guest Seating
A INTERMIX Wall Panel with Shelf
Media Panel
Wallmount Storage Box
B PULSE by FIRST OFFICE
Desk

C AGILE by FIRST OFFICE
Sewn Seating

D CUBIC by LOEWENSTEIN
Love seat

E MADRID by OFS
Occasional Table
WHAT IS INTERMIX?
Intermix comprises a diverse collection of products. The pieces listed here are just a sampling of what Intermix offers. Please refer to the pricebook for additional components and details.

CONFERENCE TABLES
- Round
- Square
- Oval
- Media Buffet
- Rectangular
- Boat Shaped
- Race Track
- Tapered Conference
- Spanning Conference
- Curved Conference
- Interconnecting Configurations

COLLABORATIVE
- Desk Height Table
- Bar Height Table
- Mobile Pedestal

CREDENZA
- Buffet Credenza
- Buffet Credenza
- Wall Shelf
- Wall Panel with Shelves and Optional Markerboard

SHELVING

SHARING & TECHNOLOGY
- Media Cart
- Media Panel
- Media Panel with Markerboards
- Glass Markerboard
- Visual Presentation Board
- Markerboard Wall Divider

FLOOR STORAGE
- Open, without Doors
- With Doors
- With Drawers

WALLMOUNT STORAGE
- Open, without Doors
- With Doors
- With Drawers